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Areas to be covered

• Technology developments are …..
• Impacting  on media consumption with….
• Challenges to media players and….
• Threats that are….
• Transforming the content landscape 

making….
• Carriage AND Content the key….
• Challenge to regulators & legislators.



Technology developments
• Anywhere anytime scenario is real
• Fast evolution of multiple access platforms

1. broadband– “always-on,” disrupts TV advertising viewing,    
1.6x’s more use than dial-up, evolution of IPTV

2.wireless broadband access--transportability
3.high-speed mobile
4.digital TV

• Over-arching trend is TV and the Internet, and even to some extent 
mobiles will increasingly multi-purpose for accessing streaming 
content and rich data services

• Disrupting for all time media consumption habits



Media consumption
• Authoritative research is the Digital Future 

Report—USC`Annenburg School Centre for the Digital Future
– Past 50 years US time has been dominated by TV
– Shift from large portion of media time in  passive activity (TV) to an 

interactive activity (Internet); carve-out for Internet must come from TV 
because it’s so big

– Will effect every aspect of culture, the economy, politics and social 
behavior

– Print readership is declining—Readership of newspapers and 
magazines one-third less for Internet users; even 30 year olds not 
picking up newspapers;

– Impact of online news sources in shaping all media outlets-eg the use of 
mobile telephone pictures and blogs in covering the recent UK bombing

– Last newspaper read in 2040!
– Only radio not falling amongst Internet users because of the car



Impact on old business models
• Falling newspaper circulations
• About 15 per cent of media time is now spent online
• Ageing of newspaper readership
• Falling classified volumes and revenue yields
• Shift in advertising to internet
• Increase cost (CPM) of TV advertising
• “Relentless decline” in FTA audiences (AFR)
• General fragmentation of media audiences
• Integration of advertising campaigns across platforms 
• But it is still very early days—impossible to predict how 

technology further disrupt on a 5-10 year time frame 



Threats to newspapers(and TV)
• Classified Advertising: seek.com.au; realestate.com.au; 

carsales.com.au;--all cutting the cost of classified 
advertising; low cost of entry for new players

• Display advertising: rapid growth in online advertising—
now being used for “brand” campaigns

• Editorial generation: Money to pay for editorial drying up; 
low-cost news gathering allowing new players; trend to 
syndication; summary: re-packaging and re-cycling!

• Distribution: digital distribution over multiple platforms V 
physical model

• Circulation: “pay for” Internet content problematic; free 
content supported by advertising is the model;



Content landscape transforming
• Proliferation of access points—many new ways of accessing the same 

content eg Optus/ninemsn deal
• But less diversity in terms of new and original content in news and current 

affairs
• “Diversity” has BOTH social policy (market for “ideas”) and economic policy 

(advertising/subscription market) dimensions
• Hitherto the ACCC’s focus has been on the market for advertising
• But things are becoming much more complicated because in the context of 

community interest in diversity of sources of information and opinion it is the 
market for ideas that matters—not the market for advertising

• This said the market for advertising is itself becoming much more complex 
with the migration for example from print to on-line—with a myriad of cross 
ownership issues to boot!

• But let’s be clear—there has been a low investment in terms of dedicated 
staff by media players in “new” online news and current affairs (and pay TV 
for that matter)

• The argument that the  new media has seriously fostered diversity is, in my 
view,  a mirage



More is Less
• Does the avalanche of photos taken by mobile phones and web blogs in the 

wake of the recent UK bombings represent diversity in any serious sense of 
the word?

• Not surprisingly, credibility of information on the Internet is dropping—
ironically more trust in main media

• Move to “branded” information eg WSJ, BBC and others
• Old players have colonized (“concentrated”) the new media 
• Major dilemma for legislators and regulators—more access but less 

diversity
• Little wonder that the Government is now reportedly grappling with how as 

Minister Coonan puts it to “ protect diversity” in media laws
• Productivity Commission’s Broadcasting Report recommended some form 

of media-specific public interest test, and there are a number of alternatives
• Audience-based tests, for example,  try to measure concentration but they

have a lot of difficulty measuring issues such as influence
• Suggest more flexible approach on a case-by-case basis around certain 

criteria such as plurality of ownership and diversity in sources of information 
and opinions

• But the Government also needs to understand that diversity in the digital 
age is as much about access to carriage as it is about access to content



Carriage versus Content

• From a regulatory perspective focus must be on BOTH access to carriage 
(ie the infrastructure/platforms) and issues around access to content?

• Both are the key ingredients in fostering diversity 
• Infrastructure ownership brings first mover advantages in new technologies 

(eg Internet TV),new services, exploiting customer databases, and 
opportunity for “loss leading” via bundling”

• Big non-infrastructure players such as Fairfax can make it because they 
have strong brands (but they are the exception)

• Very difficult for new content players to get access on viable commercial 
terms (eg the lack of interest in Foxtel’s third party access agreement)

• Problem is compounded when infrastructure owners also lock-up key 
content such as sports rights

• Exacerbated further by the Australian Government’s misconceived digital 
broadcasting policy



NB: Legislators and Regulators

Graeme Samuel gets it—can’t define the new media markets
“Each proposal will be subject to extensive inquiries to see if there might be a problem in any 

market”
• This is the only practical response to this new technology avalanche
• ACCC should take a wide-berth in defining  “a problem”
• Fundamentally, of course, the over-arching principle guiding 

legislators and regulators should be to let the markets work
• In this new technology space any anti-competitive impediment to 

either content OR carriage will have a major compounding impact on 
diversity both now and into the future

• Not a side show to Australia’s broader economic fortunes because 
of the increasingly central role of information and communication in  
determining a country’s competitive advantage


